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Dedication: 
 

To anyone, noone, and myself. 
 
  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“I say unto you: one must still have chaos in oneself to be able to give 
birth to a dancing star.” 
 
Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra 

 
“The two that were, to put it mildly, not good, I’ve long ago removed 
from my collection.  I think they were hideous, but if the editor had 
written that they were good, I would have believed him.” 
 
Tove Ditlevsen, The Copenhagen Trilogy 
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Postscript to the Society of the Terrorformed 
 
 

I imagined this as my authoritative and authoritarian transition to authorship, a 
de/re/consolidation of (dis)order.   It’s a date with the devil, in court, not at a bar, and a dance with 
your self, the one you imagine and the one they seek to shape you into.  It’s a negotiation, a war, a 
prison, a life with everything on the line.  There have been many coups, attempts that is, and shocks 
along the way. I’m like a Spanish ribbed newt though; I write when I feel threatened, confused, lost 
in the dark, and in order to light the path forward, create it, forge it, never forget, move forward.  My 
emotions are this chaos.  Wait, am I that chaos or am I just the filter?  There’s this film, a lens, between 
past and future, the conflictual internal multiplicity and the dazzling external substance, and between 
You and Me, that turns those churning upheavals of immaterial (let’s be honest, immature, at first) 
psycholinguistic nausea into poems, music, literature, art.  If I dress it up and I look on the bright side, 
it’s like I struck oil.  This flirtation with chaos, it’s just a resource curse.   

I’m always art fracking.  There’s this piece of me though, that which grows slowly like a tree, 
which ring to ring finds a transcendence, levitates like a castle above the shaking foundation.  The 
tree is deciduous and in flight.  The nutrients that we produce and consume come in crude and refined 
varieties.  The beauty of it is that this oil ain’t drying up anytime soon, not ‘til I’m dead.  I’ll be leaving 
something behind too, a legacy.  It’s like a venom and an antidote that I just keep pumping, 
intoxicating, purifying, becoming. 

I’m just the being that lives inside here though.  Last night I was in bed and these two skeletons 
were walking around the room.  One had a mustache, and he was drunk; he fell into bed alongside 
me and smiled.  The other one was lucid and crawled under my skin.  He said that we can make a 
deal for the next six hundred, eight hundred years.  “We’re writing a masterpiece here”, they tell me, 
something people will be reading when I’m just a pile of bones and a spirit in their dreams.   

They’re both in here still, the one with the smarts, sly cunning, the strategist with foresight, and 
the one that’ll harm himself, write a poem with his own blood and toxins, rip a bone outta his own 
skin when backed into a corner.  We’re a team.  We complete each other. We’d be President and Vice 
President if this were a democracy and you’d elected us.  We took power though, put ourselves in 
jeopardy.  

I’ll take debauchery and divinity for eight hundred, but hell, six days’ll do if I just get to be me, 
king of my castle and no deal with the devils or the angels for that matter either; no matter, just me, 
unadulterated and organic, the fruit is at least.  The truth is that all regimes fall eventually, every 
dragon births its undoing.  What good’s an edifice if what’s within it ain’t you?  Every king of the 
world gets one upped by the Queen of the galaxy, the psychosphere, life beyond death, and art.  I 
might as well give them a run for their money.  That way, whatever they create, no matter how hard 
they try, it’s always going to have a little piece of me, a little rib in their side, and venom in, beauty 
out, even when they think they’re being original, take a look at the same stream twice and you’ll see 
that artist and then you’ll see me looking back and through you. This is my humble authoritarianism 
and you may question my judgement.   

I’m not the soul judge, you are.  I want you to feel that way.  The point of poetic governance is 
that you leave these pages believing me legitimate.  I’m a bastard.  I taught myself all of this, most of 
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this.  I just sort of felt my way through the dark and made some fire, drank the poison and learned to 
breath it. 

Always for my friends, not perfect grammar and punctuation, but yes to clear intent and the vivid, 
luscious imagery—delicious tree fruit, always.   It’s a process and it ain’t pretty, but those that make 
it to the end… lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem 
ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum.  

 
lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum. 

 
lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem 
ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum. I could just 
fly away, do anything but this, but then the kingdom falls and, I’ll be honest, the roots of this tree like 
the blood and ink.  It’s like an old vine, feeds on barbarism, an atavism… thirsty?   Drink me. I’ve got 
sap—chaos contained, yet still dripping, oozing, attempting to escape.  It’s just a bunch of poems that 
I wrote while having mental breakdowns, like I was under pressure, being burned alive (almost), and 
I could see a million destructive ways forward.  It’s not me though, it’s the world.  It’s falling apart, 
disintegrating and I can either write and create a light from it all or I can fall too, falter, and just have 
nothing to show for any of it.  That’s how we got here, sitting a top of pile of bones, leaves, me 
stitching pages to spine surrounded by empty bottles surrounded by a projection of dreams that 
emerged from within me.   

After every dream you have to reassert order, promulgate and enforce, an iron fist and the love 
of one’s subjects. I love poetry as an old friend, music as a sultry temptress that always ditches me 
after our steamy rendezvous, and literature as a touchstone who’s still there in the morning, a mother 
who birthed me, a way of living.  I can’t tell if it’s wisdom, love, indifference, or whether she’s actually 
trying to kill me, the immaterial me, possess my body, and reproduce herself through me.  We mostly 
get along though these days; we’ve got a tacit agreement, mutual interests, a tenuous balance.  It’s 
our kingdom born from ashes and engulfed in flames almost daily.  It’s love and madness, mania and 
serenity, it’s how the fruit is made, the leaves fall, and I’m reborn again and again.  The wind, the sun, 
the soil, and the creatures of nature are always different wherever my fruit land and every season that 
I reemerge vibrantly, violently, in a frenzy, clothing myself in golden scales to attract you and to give 
a gift of my ripeness before shedding skin, leaving this one behind, and engulfing myself once more.   

There’s sacrifices, rites, mysteries, and anarchy.  The formula is proprietary, held in government 
archives within.  I’ve got a memory that transcends me and there’s something to the savagery.  It’s an 
aesthetic that’s best admired from afar, trapped in these pages where we can look upon it and know 
that what we’ve got is better—democracy, civilization, sanity, and poets at peace. 

However, like my ribs, we resurge, recur eternally; it’s nature, and perhaps you like the order 
found within the infinite complexity between reconstitutions, the spats between chance and fate that 
produce novelty and reproduce divinations that flow through our veins, a shared system of roots.  I’ll 
be (dis)honest about it though.  All you’re getting from me is the fruit and the most fragrant flowers, 
not the myriad buds that we ripped, freaks we created, and the special ones that I hide in dark 
handwritten notebooks or the deepest confines of my mind.  Some of these poems literally ate their 
brood mates to get to this point, to rise from those pages.   

In the end, perhaps you’ll find an affinity, a repulsion, a mirror to break and reconstruct, or a 
shadow against which to model propriety.  Either way, I win.  I tell myself that.  Thus, I always win.  
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I call this beautiful, art, poetry, my patrimony and the light that I’ve erected from the dark moments, 
impressions of Summer and Spring too.  See it as blazing sun and absorb me, reflect me, and grow.  
See it as star dust and become yourself, grow.  See it as nothing and grow.  Ignore me and see if I give 
a f***.1   
 
  

 
1 See lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum.  This is 
an example of one variety of what I refer to as poetic terrorism.  Do not be alarmed.  When the constituent pieces of me 
care, they protest quietly, passionately, and in written form.  As previously mentioned, we keep a lot of it locked in 
handwritten black sites where the protestors, the demon(strators), the chaos infiltrators, whatever you want to call them 
encounter extraordinary filtration as I render them artful.  I am the interrogator and chaos filter repressing/representing 
them constantly.  I will actually be honest too, I read Mary Oliver in 2012 and 2021 to learn how to rule, dance the dance, 
govern, and write poetically.  It’s like a self-help book for poets. 
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The Poetry Blacklist 
 

Abandon all reason ye who enter now here; 
beyond this point, it is worse than imagined. 
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Diffusion/Reconsolidation 
 
 
I 
 

Waking lucid, yet still 
in a haze; not hungover, 
no, merely mystified, 
memories of the evening, 
dreams, actions, in-between, 
melding, swirling about, 
returning to you 
as you return 
to yourself.   

II 
 

Time moves forward, 
dreams fade,  

intoxicated visions of you melt— 
reality a new, 

material, external, 
subject and object 

objecting, contradicting, 
clashing as one 

seeks to mold the other. 
 

Yes, time moves forward,  
actions follow, 

intoxicated visions become clearer— 
memories, desires, 

obstacles 
created and to overcome, 

overcome and to realize 
perhaps, 

just maybe, 
if only, 

no, 
 

“I will”, 
you tell yourself, 

“become  
king of the world, 

get out of bed today, 
[insert vision 

somewhere in-between.]
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Drink Me 
 
 
Inward, a bosom 
within me, 
like the wine bottle. 
 
I desire the contents 
when morning sun risen, 
the hand of the waking 
lightly caresses, 
calling me. 
 
“No, within 
I will remain.” 
 
Aging, it gets better, 
the fantasies continue, 
mature, vivid, 
as if tangible. 
 
And beyond them, 
why this world? 
Why this monotony? 
 
This is why  
I dive, 
I drink, 
I dream, 
divining visions 
like lightening, 
birthing them 
as tiny stars 
made tangible. 
 
Not to sip mindlessly 
from the toxic bosom, 
but to blossom  
from within— 
 
a peculiar flower, 
a novel fruit, 
the seed to spread, 
to grow, to flourish, 
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to flower, ripen  
and dream again. 
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Life Is Dancing A Slow Blitz 
 
 
A lightening lightning strike 
is going to illuminate this darkness. 
One day, everything might suddenly 
get better and be stainless 
as long as I don’t do anything 
stupid, too stupid, as painless 
almost nothing good comes. 
 
A lightening lightning strike 
is going to illuminate this darkness. 
Every day the world moves slowly 
and it could be worse and payless, 
but as long as you work hard, hope harder, 
smart, work smarter, through stress 
some good must come. 
 
And if you believe that, 
one might endure until 
strike like lightning, in a flash, 
you realize the fruit of your striving. 
 
These fruit come in the rapidness 
derived from the momentum you create 
and sustain, the hard-won battles and  
the suddenness of fortune— 
victories that must be cherished.     
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Treasure Hunt  
 

There’s a moral hidden in here.   

Can you find it?   
That’s the trick, 
it can’t be found.   

I can’t give it to you, 
but I’m giving it to you. 

There’s no moral out there, 
just degradation of spirit, 
possession, submission, 
demons are angels 
and that halo’s a noose.   

I’ll have you know, 
I’m just creating and I know, 
it would be a lot more comfortable 
to be dead, conform, without soul.   

That’s the way I see it 
day to day, here and now, 
with something to say. 

Oh, dear self, I am 
üncomfortably yours,  
drawn and quartered, 
and from Me to You, 
even when silent, 
always, with love.   
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Ode to Machiavelli 
 
 
You have to stake a claim, 
machete to vines round trunks 
along the way to your forgery. 
 
There’s nothing out there for you. 
Sure, there’s new creatures, a 
bat with two penises, and a  
man without a heart walking 
about the jungle and you’re just 
starving and he’s just an illusion. 
 
In the end, you’ve just got to create. 
El Dorado ain’t a bat with two dicks 
until gene editing and then suddenly 
there’s two cocked bats beating wings 
against people’s faces in this one hellhole 
pit in a jungle named after you(rs truly) 
because you made it so and you’ve got friends 
and if anybody fucks with you, there’s bats flying 
and they’re thirsty, the kind that like blood. 
 
That’s one way and it gives me the fucking 
creeps like those people are out there, and 
in here too, double phallic bats flitting around 
and villains running amok in my novels. I just 
wanted to be loved, but there’s a world out there.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Machiavelli Suggests Three Ways 
(and my plus one.) 

 
You have to live with them taxing, dying, being, and, 

formerly independent, despoil them, make them come 
to fear, love, crave, believe, and desire, 

always inculcate and achieve desire. 
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Demonocracy 
 
 
Every politician has an ardent demon lurking 
under the skin—in the mind—and it will sing 
sweetly of cold calculation 
and brutal execution. 
Every one of them, secretly, wants to be king. 
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On Positivity, Rational Positivity 
An Aphorism 
 
 
When is positivity less beneficial than 
acknowledging the existence of a 
problem and seeking a concrete 
solution? Always! However, there are 
not always immediate solutions.  In 
those cases, positivity is extremely 
beneficial.  Additionally, there are 
times when as hard as one might try, 
they cannot figure out what the f*** is 
actually happening to them and why.  
This is also a moment when positivity 
is beneficial while continuing to seek 
the source of the problem as well as the 
potential solutions.  Sometimes the 
identified solutions do nothing, and 
one must continue searching for 
answers as well as solutions.  Positivity 
helps during that journey as well, 
especially relative to the toxicity of 
negativity; imagine attempting to 
escape from the problem if one cannot 
muster the positivity necessary to 
endure it.  Not all solutions are 
immediate.  Not all problems have 
apparent sources in the short term.  
Rational positivity is always 
wonderful.   The ability to dream of a 
brighter future can also be extremely 
beneficial during the darker moments, 
inspiring one to take action and build 
positive inertia. 
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Rock Bottom Only Ever Exists in Retrospect 
 
 
Rock bottom only ever exists in retrospect 
and when aphoristically on top of the world 
you have to just stand there, earned respect, 
because it’s only downhill and, once unfurled, 
descent keeps going until it doesn’t intersect 
with happiness, joy, or anything pleasant at all.    [it’s pronounced “et al” for those who’ve been there.]   
 
You see, that first statement, the first line, it was  
wonderful, and, basically, if I only gave you that, you’d think once 
“he’s bright”, “on a peak of thought”, “what a truth!”, 
“mind like a sleuth”, until, like a slough, I write “cunts”,  
 

     CUNTS!, CUNTS!, CUNTS! 
 

because I perform stunts and then I just write rhyming 
bullshit flowing as knowing nothing all knowing, “we are 
going to have to reconsider our estimation of where 
the limit, the line, the true peak might be”, because 
positivity keeps one going until a new peak is created 
and vice versa.   
 
Rock bottom only ever exists in retrospect— 
you either know it or you’re on your way, 
but you never actually know whether you’re A 
and beyond or B on the way, down,  
down, all the way down, down, to the fin(ale.)   
 
You never know what’s just around the cor(o)ner, 
but I can still write, eat, dance, and come around to 
the idea that it’s either going down or I’ll dawn upon  
her tallest peak where I’ll suffocate on a high so new.  
 
One way or another, I know beyond a shadow 
and enlightened doubt, I will be rising. One day  
falling all ways upward, down, around, and alone    [it’s pronounced “a low” if it’s sad aloneness.] 
until I do not know, someone takes my breath away.   
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…and vice versa. 
  
 
When I’m down, 
I want to be the tragedy 
that brightens even the darkest day. 
  
I’m not actually down, 
but when I’m down, 
I have to be 
down to be 
that tragedy— 
  
even the most fruitless night 
can be a productive season 
for someone who sees light.  
  
As they say, 
there’s always 
a way, 
a vision in shadow, 
even when low, and 
what goes up… 
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Varieties of Poetic (Counter)Terrorism  
A Field Guide 
 
 
Make it sound like a veiled threat  
and, especially when you’ve met, 
information known about target 
is a vital resource in your arsenal. 
 
Make an Example:  
 
Poetic, poetic, poetic, [insert pet peeve]. 
Poetry, poetry, poetry, [insert phrases that indicate individualized targeting of a specific reader with 
personal details of their lives, especially if they’re guilty of something, over and over again and again 
in every journal and on the radio waves]. 
 
We are become psyop agents in a hidden war 
where demons are in the details of our fears 
as exposed in poems in public music to our ears.   
 
Imagine it! Art war all around and in the sound, 
but how to counter poetic terror and ire found  
with fire with fire or to take and make d(r)owned 
 
with a poetryboarding world renowned, “such poetry!”? 
It’s a poetic power potent(ial)ly silencing the terrorists’ key 
and taking away their pen while entrenching our security. 
 
Yes, a countered threat for the few against those who 
without power and publications must still make do 
with old strategies until terror arise creatively a new. 
 
End Good Example 
 
One strategy that they use is nonsense, but it seems poetic, 
like it could be a poem or just a poet having a bad day, sick, 
like you should feel bad, but Stanley Milgram gets a kick  
out of writing poems—dick, dick, dick— 
just to know that you read them.   
 
Shock value is one thing, but what about when it’s artful? 
It’s a poetic mating dance and the poet is just pouring (his/*/her) soul. 
Thus, you have to pull it all together in the end, full circle, 
and, somehow, make it seem less threatening, then click send.    
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While in the dark 
 

Time whittles away at one’s patience 
as moments become harder, longer, dense.  

These moments between realized hope and dream 
are darker, a keen sense tugging at the seam.  

Time brushes against perseverance, and  
some it breaks while others it strengthens.  
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Independence Day  
 
 
Loud cracks, screaming children. 
 
Crack! Crack! Crack! 
 
Loud cracks, screaming children. 
 
Crack! Crack! Crack! 
 
The sounds are always the same, 
but the way that the mind bends 
to the synonymous sounds 
of joy—Independence Day— 
and death—a drive by shooting— 
leaves the mind, the body, feeling 
dependent and alert. 
 
It nestles up in the bones 
as a poison. 
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A Recession of Spirit 
 
 
A recession of spirit 
as the warm seas, 
the gentle laps 
of soothing waves 
caressing, concealing 
our brittle fragilities,  
our unknown reservoirs 
ebb? 
 
When the ocean grows colder, 
the tide recedes lower, 
and we reveal ourselves  
where as shells  
and that within, 
the seafloor teeming, alive, 
flourishing, yet vulnerable, 
 
do we resurge 
with the force  
of the sea, 
our spirit alight, 
or do we flounder, 
shells cracking, 
our life picked at 
as little pieces 
as scavengers about 
we reveal  
darknesses  
sleeping, seeping 
through cracks, 
as a kraken? 
 
Yes,  
we resurge, 
always 
awakened to our potency, 
and with knowledge— 
a revelation from within 
our depths. 
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Kite Strings 
 
 
I 
 
I am that child who 
grasping tightly clings 
to your hand and 
the loving strings 
of balloons and kites. 
 
The balloons pop as bubbles 
though some rise as suns rise 
and floating lightly disappear 
softly as bruises and white lies. 
 
Yet kites flying they fall 
as do we all and in memory 
they fade as does innocence 
or lost in my forking branches 
they remain as strings, a sense.   
 
 
II 
 
And in the Summer, 
the high hanging kite 
that I lost as a child, 
it’s still hanging there 
in the branches, dancing.   
 
It’s got a message on it 
too, written from beyond 
and all I’ve got to do 
is grab that dangling string; 
 
it might be shocking. 
 
 
III 
 
And in the winter of my soul, 
my leaves are just these kites, 
dancing as colorful parasites, 
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memories that I let go long ago, 
their strings in the wind lashing 
as refusing my eviction, they sing 
a song of fear and self-loathing.  
 
They think they’re ornamental, 
and as ornery they remind me  
of the extraordinarily worst we 
have been through, how they  
got here in my limbic barking, 
they invite new rigid friends 
to join their frigid chorus, 
 
“poor us!”, “pour us!”,  
You are porous!” 
 
 
IV 
 
 
“Hang in there!”, “Hang in there!”, 
others all shout dissonantly where 
as people, your self regrowing,  
leaves, buds, color returning, 
spring is within grasp, yet perhaps 
not yet seen nor felt, but imagined.   
 
You have to endure the lows, 
shedding the skins of your woes, 
ignoring, overcoming darknesses, 
while striving to create brightnesses.   
 
After so many seasons, imagining 
even lower lows, always hoping,  
sometimes finally realizing dreams, 
new heights beyond your imagination, 
these edges become blunt, 
their voices hollow and  
life goes on.   
 
A question is the perception of life,  
how it is altered when one has endured 
a low beyond and overcome, return, 
able to look back upon it all with new eyes. 
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What Is Poetic Terrorism?  
A Conceptual Refinement 
 
 
Terrorism is the use of tactics that stoke people’s fears as a means to achieve the 
terrorist(organization)’s desired goals, often deploying violence or the threat thereof to secure 
compliance.  The strategy is most often deployed by the weaker party within a conflict.  This is 
especially true where one party possesses resources and capabilities that enable them to secure 
compliance without resort to overt force or the threat of violent action.  Coercion is inherent in 
human relations; it is a question of the form, intensity, credibility, visibility, and psychopathological 
content of the demands. 
 
Meanwhile, a poem is a linguistic construct that is not necessarily confined to the written form of 
language.  Poetry presents meaning in ways that are primordial, strike at the core of human sentiment 
and cognition, and poetry does so through engagement with the traditions of verse and meter, 
sometimes in a playful and creative fashion.   
 
Poetic Terrorism is the copulation of these two forces in pursuit of joint goals.  There are gradations 
of poetry and art within all human (inter)action and within nature.  One tends to bleed into the 
other—poetry into art and beyond—as poetic terrorism spreads beyond mere poetry into our daily 
interactions, professional lives, and perhaps even our dreams.   
 
Thank goodness for the Poetriat Act!  We can now work, write, live, dream, sleep, and so much more 
in peace. We’ve never seen the actual text of the bill or what goes on in the shadows, however,  
 
we the published are extremely pleased with the results.   
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Shelter in Me 
A Corona Poem 
 
 
I’ve built this cavern where you can rest with(in) my heart. 
I don’t know you, not yet, but I’m tending to it artfully, 
and with care for when, danger having passed, come and gone 
as the cover during which I rebuilt myself, became a shelter 
for a new love, we will meet, and I will open my flood gates, 
spilling from the core of my being lonesome the wine fermented, 
aged in the oak barrel of solitude, bottled and waiting patiently 
to be sipped gently, delicately, and shared amidst the clear starlight 
with a discerning palate and a refined taste for the subtle notes; 
 
that is, once you remain beyond the bold forward fruit tones 
and any hint of the prickly tannins from prolonged loneliness.*    

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

*I’ll probably keep this part hidden, lurking in 
the particulate fine print upon a fine wine. 

It’s the gritty sediment that you’ll only find  
when you agitate my youthful sentiment.   
I will get better with age, time, breath and  

still, I will complement your [å insert quality].   
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Excommunication 
 
 
Sometimes when I’m lonely, 
it’s like an exile, an island 
in the sea of time and me, 
an empty space, with sand 
grain by grain, I can’t see 
falling, but I feel time falling, 
 
accumulating as moments, 
like hail making tiny dents, 
as time wasting, I think of you. 
 
To exes and strangers, 
future exes, maybe friends, 
anything to fill the void, 
pass the time, as sand, 
snow, and pressure builds 
to get off this lonesome cruise, 
this tiny island where I always lose.   
 
It’s falling all around me, 
the world and the sky, 
but I have no one, 
time’s up, ding 
goes the buzzer 
and the buzzard’s 
circling, circling 
around lonely me.      
 
“I miss you”, 
I would say 
impulsively, 
were I not so 
self-aware.   
 
When I say hello,  
and perhaps more,  
I’ll say it upon solid ground, 
a place of strength  
and from the core, 
once my world is sound.   
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The Anticipatory Anxiety of Dating 
 
 
I feel this lightness and excitement as our coming  
togetherness approaches.  When I will feel you close, 
perhaps against me, warmth. Will it be, just a fling? 
Will I control this bubbling urge that no one else knows 
that I feel and I fear as I know and feel the edge, edging 
you before me and Me containing all these anxieties, lows 
terrors, longings, a nausea from my depths spewing,  
the baggage like balls and chains downward dragging, 
between You and Me or will I give you the cream— 
the best, only the best of Me? 
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The Dream of Life 
 

The dream of life is continuous, 
seamless, and seemingly  
unknown to us, known to us, 
shown through us, 
to us in waking life 
and the moments in between.   

I am a cocoon,  
a process, a mess. 
I am the shell  
and that which emerges. 

I am the real. 
I am the illusion. 
I am that which dies. 
I am that which is eternal 
and everything in between. 

I am the shadows of my past 
and the light of my future.   
I am the film in between 
the extremes upon which the dream is projected,  
recorded, lived, felt, seen, and heard.   

I can taste it 
and I can smell  
the ashes, the smoke, 
the flicker of the flame 
that I chase into darkness,  
into the dream,  
throughout the real,  
and always towards those moments  
of burning desire fulfilled 
when we ignite as one.   

The dream of life is continuous, 
punctuated by moments kissing you.  
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Thick Ice 
 
 
I 

A river like fire  
in the cold, 
flowing winter, 
compared to me,  
thick ice, 
glacially we move  
as does the earth. 

 

II 

I stood upon thick ice, 
approaching the edge 

of the flowing river 
where thinner ice, 
cracking, bending, 

and I sang, 
taking a step forward, 

from my depths, 
and the ice broke before me,  

flowing into unknown, 
melting to become 

at one with the river, 
perhaps someday 

the sea,  
the sky, 

perhaps to flow 
one day 

back to me 
and me 
to him. 
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Power 
 

I want it. 
I want to feel it course through me 
as I sit across from you. 
I want to feel power emerge from me, 
potent, potency, 
as it elicits effects on your surfaces, 
as it travels and penetrates your being, 
as it moves something within you. 

I want you 
to move me too, 
potently, with potency; 
I want to feel the part of You 
that lies beyond, beneath, 
and everywhere 
that ordinary sight penetrates, 
where ordinary sight never penetrates. 
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The Wax of Love 
 

Love can be infinite and eternal, 
yet it waxes and wanes. 
The wax of love transforms 
as you hold it and it you. 

It melts as do you in 
an uncontrollable flow 
of two rivers as one. 

It roots as do you  
in the fascinating depths of another— 
you soil, he root; 
you branch, he air and light. 

It shocks you with moments 
of awe, beauty, and reverence. 

The wind blows 
and the earth trembles; 
such is great love. 
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A Brief History of True Love 
 
 
True love emerged from a powerlessness 
of which nature knows nothing, raw power 
being wild, brute, and productive tameness 
as loving, root, stem, does nature flower. 
 
Love has become a guiding force, pollen 
airborne as nature become fruition 
as nurture reproduce powerlessness 
become powerful as our oneliness. 
 
Thus, we became loveliness and lovers.   
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Seeking Creative Partnership 
 

 
I want only to be a- 
(prominent character on a dimly lit stage 
performing, pantomiming dreams 
in silence 
for an audience of their creators) 
lone with you 
 
where we can create an[d] 
experience overlapping universes. 
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Applications: A Job Application to the Antisocial Print Studio 
 
 
October 2020 
 
 
Hello, 
 
 
I am a trained photographer with experience on all sides of the equation—printing, sales, customer 
service, being let down by customer service providers only to have a wonderful representative turn 
the situation around, and similarly turning the situation around for others.  I’ve really been all around 
and I would be happy to join your team to ensure that your customers are as satisfied as is humanly 
possible, and then, perhaps, even more so.   
 
Here is the requested customer communications writing sample: 
 

 
Dear [insert customer name], 
 
Thank you for contacting us about your order; the prints, as well as the Hardcover 
Book that you have ordered are currently in transit.  One of the prints is extremely 
charming and we here at the Antisocial Print Studio were actually commenting on 
how talented you are.  Bravo.  The prints, as ordered, will be at your doorstep within 
three business days.   If you are not satisfied, you can return him for a full refund.   
 
Insincerely, 
 
The Antisocial Print Studio 

 
 
I have prepared this to impress you, though this is not exactly what I would actually send to a 
customer.  “All sales of printses are final.”   
 
I look forward to discussing how I can become a valuable member of your team.   
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
The Applicant 
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Deambulo 
 

Deambulo, solo uno, 
sin camino y sin ti. 
Me siento deambulante, 
perdido sin tu toque. 

Encontrado, deambulamos, 
juntos como uno. 
Me siento deambulante, 
perdido en tu toque. 
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The Wanderer 
 

I wander alone, 
pathless and without you. 
I feel as if wandering, 
lost without your touch. 

Found, we wander 
together as one and 
I feel as if wandering, 
lost in your touch. 
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On Saudade 

 

You once resembled a foreign symbol: 
empty and unknown. 
Later you echoed the speech of whales: 
familiar, yet estranged. 

Eventually we became acquainted; 
we spoke regularly 
over cigarettes, coffee, and ale 
alone in the street. 

We walked together 
and, for some time, 
I thought I knew you— 
like a favorite sweater 
or the scent of blood orange. 

You were a lightness— 
a reminder of beauty 
(like dew on early spring’s blossoms)  
to come. 

Then, one day 
(as reality and dreams collided, 
you evaporated) 
I killed you. 

I never knew of your immortality 
or how your gaseous form lingers. 

I never knew that every breath 
is full of your invisible presence. 

I never knew that a catalyst 
could make you so heavy. 
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An Argument  
The Sonnet 
 
 
I checked the air conditioner and the(air)  [it’s pronounced “there”] 
was no explanation for the burning 
sensation, as sweat dripping, matted hair, 
that overcame me and my mind, churning 
 
quickly, faster—an argument that makes 
no sense, none.  My mind spins to process you(r) 
nonsensical anger; your inner snakes, 
coiled tightly within your core being, 
 
evade my understanding, invade me 
and my peaceful illusion, and tear it 
at the seams. Seems that we are meant to be 
omnioscillating between abyss 
 
and the light sparks that burn oh so nicely 
against skin and mind when we coolly touch. 
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Seu Olhar 
 
 
Se olhos falam a verdade 
Como a boca da alma 
Que fala sua felicidade 
E grita enquanto ama 
 
Os meus olhos ouviram (um dia) 
Uma chamada (enquanto estava na Galeria.) 
 
Seu olhar me sussurrou, 
Falando de um desejo profundo, 
E assim você me afetou 
Num só Segundo. 
 
E daí 
 (A linguagem dos olhos 
  Só se ampliou quando a gente descobriu 
        Palavras 
          Dança 
        Beijos) 
 Me fui 
 
Porém esse olhar tão forte 
Em que eu queria mergulhar 
Ficou marcado na minha mente 
O seu olhar que tem fogo de queimar… 
 
Não tem que me falar 
Seu olhar me disse tudo. 
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Your Eyes 
 

If eyes speak the truth 
like the mouth of the soul 
that speaks your happiness 
and shouts while you love, 

My eyes heard a call 
(one day while at Galeria.)  

Your eyes whispered to me, 
Speaking of a deep desire, 
And within a second  
You captured me.   

And from there, 

  (the language of eyes amplified as we discovered 
        words 
         dancing 
          kisses.) 

 I left. 

Yet your powerful gaze 
Into which I wished to dive 
Echoed within my mind,  
Eyes with the power to burn… 

You do not have to tell me— 
your eyes told me everything.   
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The Contextualization of All Poetry 
 
 
Any poem, whether written or as of yet still unwritten, can become a weapon of poetic terrorism.  “I 
love you”, can become a mortal threat under the proper conditions.  Producing the effect is merely a 
function of priming the target for the desired individualized interpretation and ensuring the proper 
context of presentation.  Sometimes it is as simple as choosing between the question,  
 
“What constituted a poem?  
What constituted a poet?”,  
 
versus,  
 
“What constituted a poem,  
a poet?” 
 
There is so much that might lurk beneath the surface waiting for the proper moment and recipient to 
make itself apparent.  Hence, misinterpretation is likely to become rife in a world plagued by poetic 
terrorists and their victims.  One must be extremely wary in composing their own work to ensure 
that clarity and lack of terrorist content are to be found within.  No chaos may be permitted to remain 
within any poem.  Thus, we are all become chaos filters lest our readers think us to be committing 
acts of terror.  
 
To those who know though, those who find themselves amidst times of poetic terror, no journal is 
safe.  The literary review of your dreams becomes a weapon in their arsenal, and they might infiltrate 
your email through them with individually targeted messages in the subject lines and bodies of every 
literary organization and beyond to which you subscribe.  They are become like guerilla warriors 
hidden within the text, the images of visual artists, and within the sound of musical lyrics.   
 
That poem you wrote, your favorite ever that was rejected multiple times, it’s coming back to you 
now, but within the poems of others.  They’re profiting from it too.  People you’ve never heard of 
and some of your favorite poets, authors, and beyond are all cannibalistically consuming your artwork 
and making you watch as you remain unpublished.  You can’t prove it though, and when you try to, 
everyone just tells you that you’re unoriginal.  Thus, poetic anthropophagy becomes a weapon in 
your own arsenal.  They can’t steal from you anymore if none of it is original.  They have to take 
direct quotes then, and the more often they do it, the more likely you are to prove it, but then you’re 
actually just unoriginal and the terrorists have won.  You might even have come to believe yourself 
to be unoriginal, the true goal of poetic containment as deterrence when deployed by those in power.  
Once you enter the poetry blacklist, you will truly understand.     
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Checking One’s Email Inbox While on The Poetry Blacklist 
 
 
The Most Important Review  We have a new issue coming soon!   date 
Some Writing Blogger   Are you writing right now?    date 
The New Yorker Times  Watchin’ the theatre evolve in 2020 in 20/20  date 
The Center for Poetics   You are invited! A reading with [insert rival]  date 
University You Wish to Attend always and forever: a tale of failure from Prof… date 
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Frustration: The Dance(r) 
 
 
The person pushes against force unseen 
while upon which seated, he is watcher, 
critic, holder jangling keys of knowledge, 
and spectator of the lonesome dancer. 
 
The first (mis)step, as he leads one astray, 
is toward the objective; desired, 
he pulls one to his body with gravity, 
leading the eyes to where beyond is prized. 
 
He is the gatekeeper, felt frustration, 
and in dance, your endless failure, he will 
take great pleasure in success flirtation 
until overcome, astounded, and still; 
 
he will madly create a new wall, prize, 
a new dance and fancy to catch your eyes.   
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Sonnet on Frustration 
 
 
It’s like there’s a wall between me 
and that which I desperately need to live. 
It’s like there are people seated atop it, 
watching me, a blind creature, pondering, 

 
“Why is it beating its head against the wall?” 

 
I do not see the wall. All that I feel 
is the pain of failure and the hope to feel 
the warmth that I believe is on the other side. 

 
Perhaps they have long turned their backs on me. 
There might be walls beyond these walls. 
I really feel like I know absolutely nothing. 
Thus, I beat my head and I move forward.   
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Varieties of Poetic (Counter)Terrorism  
A Field Guide (Continued.) 
 
 
There’s a protean ambiguity to the work of a true master of poetic terrorism.  It’s like Greenland 
though.  Terror may become reverence or there might be no terror at all.  It might just all be about 
love, admiration, respect, and aesthetic pleasure.  There is, however, such an experience as aesthetic 
pain.  Yet how to identify it, to differentiate the use of such unfathomably unpublishable strategies 
and to make them poetically punishable?  Sure, we have the criminal law, but so much terrorism slips 
through the cracks—freedom of expression, not in my authortocracy! 
 
In the Library of Babel a nonsense can signify where the unknowing see 
nothingnothingnothingnothingnothingnothingnothingnothingnothingnothingnothingnothingnothi
ng where everything is written.  The terrorist uses the Tower of Babel as elaborate cover, weapon, 
defense, and, when threatened, lets you know she’s rigged the whole damn building with C4.  That 
much is clear.   
 

[editorial note: The string of “nothing” above should become 
a circle within the middle of the paragraph, like a ring. I have 
been working to develop design solutions, but I am open to 
the suggestions of an editor, designer, etc. It’s a Jorge Luis 
Borges reference.] 

 
Poetry is a dangerous world these days.  Thus, top secret security clearance is required to read further 
and soon such clearances are going to be required to write poetry at all.  If the poetic censors in this 
reality have their way, our poetic sensibilities might remain hidden until the day when poetry can 
once again flow free.  Yet there are terrorists about and the Poetriat Act is an absolute necessity to 
safeguard our sanity.   
 
They will be intervening in the terrorists’ journals, handwritten and online, preempting their creation 
before they cross a line.  No poet is safe as we speak, write, and publish, a terrorist is lurking with a 
dangerous wish that just beyond sight below the peak of attainment, amidst clouds and the editors’ 
containment, might rise to destroy all we hold dear—fear, fear, fear, 
 
fear terrorism: poetic weapon of the week. 
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Top Secret 
 
 
Look over your shoulder 
as the eye of the beholder 
looks upon you(r folder), 
what you’ve done as older 
you’ve grown to be judge[d]; 
 
now here, are you worthy? 
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I Am Living 
 
 
If I stop writing, “in a moment”, I will die, 
for my spirit is that of a writer living 
and this lonesome body is just a bottle, my 
bottle of ink and the beauty of which I sing. 
 
If I stop writing, “just a second”, I will die, 
for my spirit is that of an author drinking 
and this handsome body is just a bottle, my 
bottle of wine and the light that I am suckling. 
 
If I stop writing, “not right now”, I will die, 
for my spirit is that of the artist reborn 
and this tiresome cage, it’s just a bottle, my 
urn of ashes and the nest of my golden egg. 
 
If I stop writing, “oh who cares?”, I will die, 
for my spirit, the ardent sprite encaged within 
and beyond these meaty confines seeks to fly 
amidst the heavens, into your mind, and through you.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

If I stop writing, “No, I won’t stop writing”, not even after you die, 
for my spirit is beyond you, eternal, and wider than the sky. 

Who am I? 
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Please Be Patient With the Artist   
 
 
Her mind wanders all ways to the anxiety of the current 
traumatic stress disorder. 
 
You can see her nodding, following along, walking at your side, 
but she is writing this book. 
 
She can be here with you, truly, madly, deeply beyond surface, 
but only once accomplished. 
 
She is a super hero/villain; no, two heroes… she is, 
and she can(‘+) be both at once. 
 
She will love create, but a sheet of ice, when winter is in her world, 
she will on the outside be.   
 
She is creating this foundation through which predators cannot break 
through to the Summer of love.   
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Thirty Two Candles, One Cake 
 
 
It’s his birthday, but it’s just like any other day.   
He’s unemployed, so there’s nothing to celebrate. 
He’s on a one track mind—survive, survive, survive,   
“It’s like they want to kill me, possess me inside.” 
 
He could just get a job, full time selling widgets 
until everybody forgets that he had a dream 
he sacrificed everything he cared about, everything 
that wasn’t taken away to follow himself through. 
 
They just see a kid whose blanket they gave 
to another person, but his soul isn’t a blanket, 
his soul is a writer and his creation and he is 
inalienable.  He will defend himself, poetic force, 
 
and fortunately, the pen is mightier, ink is blood, 
and he’s bleeding to make his mark, stake his claim, 
earn his keep, and even in his sleep, he’s writing 
a book so that he can die and say that he truly came. 
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Aspiration, Ambition, Being Present, and a (discount facto)r + Vision 
 
 
All that you have to do 
is choose now, now here— 
the present is the present. 
 
You can be at one with all 
or warring within. “It’s a choice”, 
they say, those who know now. 
 
The past is the past due 
to be forgotten as the present 
as here now fades to be past. 
 
I want to create a present 
past future that will absolutely 
never be forgotten ever. 
 
“It’s a balance”, I say, yes, 
a balance tenuously won, one 
you’ve got to tread lightly, like 
 
you’re here now, but with intention 
and a vision you might realize; 
it’s a clear light you’ve created 
 
and one you wish to share. 
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Testimony of a Poetic Censor During “The Poetry Editors’” Impunity Trial 
 
 
A poe(t/m) is the free(ak) verse who  [“poe(t/m)” is pronounced as po·et, po·em, or po·dum.] 
is diametrically made    [“free(ak)” is pronounce as “freak”, or “free”, depending upon the poe(t/m) in  
and caged in meter made (ir)rational.  Question.]  

[A poem must absolutely be irrational for the sake of meter and vividness.] 
In iambs, meter made compliant   
is the first step to pacification. 
 
A poe(t/m) is the free(ak) verse who 
has given birth to meaning vivid 
whether (she/*/he) be a beauty or 
 
an eye sore malignant image 
which, step two, my pen must redact. 
 
A poe(t/m) is the free(ak) verse who, 
through step one and two, becomes dancer. 
 
A poe(t/m) is the free(ak) verse who, 
through step one and two, becomes a dance.   
 
 
 

Can you please clarify what the “*” signifies? 
 
*One may insert other preferred pronouns of 
the poe(t/m) as necessary, but, per the 
requirements of poetic meter, it cannot be “it”.  
“They” is acceptable.   
 

 
 
The Question:  
 
During your reign of terror,  
what constituted a poem,   
a poet?   
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To Do Nothing 
 
 
Now with everything on the line, 
dirty laundry and a big fish, 
a customer service rep(eat), 
“repeat after me, ‘I will not 
tra(sh it)in (and) track the results 
of(die)tengaged to lose wait 
faster;’” faster do nothing quick. 
 
In life all you can do is (             .) 
 
 
 

All in all, 
in all reality, 

I will call 
for everything, 

for nothing, 
to do nothing 

forever,  
but to hear your voice, 

feel your touch, and 
to fill in that blank 

stare at you, yes,  
reeling at your heart  

strings with all that 
not matter matters, 

an everything being nothing, 
not a thing, per se, tangible 
on the line now—a tension! 

A tension as i await Your reply. 
 
 
 
[I think it’s love— 
eat, shit, die, and 
love making whole 
that which was not 

*“it’s all a matter of perspective, 
wholly being (un*)holy to some 

as uncomfortably together we live 
with that fundamental condition of 

all life, most truth, and  
unconditional love.”    

[I think it’s love— 
eat, shit, die, and 

love. Making whole 
that which was dull, 

until light and full  
is the soul belly, and 

preferably before die, 
unless you’re laughing harder 
when a long slow death is just  

a figure of our (un*)holy speech.]    
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Say Nothing 
 
 
“I will do X”, 
I will not say. 
 
I will do Y 
and tell you why 
when I am done. 
 
I will do Z, 
just you wait and see, 
as for you I do not wish 
to disappoint too badly.  
 
Thus, I will say nothing, 
thinking, “I will do X.” 
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The Mechanical Zoo (of the future!) 
 
 
One can, toucan,  
beer, bird, 

Trunk, Trunk, Trunk 
tree, car, elephant,  

roots, gas, water,  
soil, fumes, shit, 

entangled, invasive, endangered,  
of nature, of ford, of nature, 

and still all natural,  
nonetheless. 

Majestic, efficient, beautiful,  
beautiful, 30 miles to the gallon, magnificent, 
magnificent, beautiful, majestic,  
grewsome, to some, twosome. 

A solution!  

(Elephant + Car | Tree)  

Mechanical beasts,  
metal giants  
beneath false flesh 
amidst dying forest. 

Yet, they are 
all that remains of nature 
in the wake of ford, 
who is of nature,  
nonetheless(ons.) 

A solution? 

Is there a solution,  
or will we merely call whatever  
we do “The Solution”? 
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Cars are made (soulless), 
as elephants fuck 
and trees fall/grow/and... 

What a mess! 

Yet, I still prefer  
the fucking elephants, 

and thus, I question here now, 
thinking about the future 
and feeling eternal life, 
for I am mortal and I  
imagine to be beyond, 

“What then of me in a car 
driving without hands, 
touching as fleshless 
light in the hardware—  
am I still alive?” 

“If I am flowing as blood 
pumping as gas in veins 
beneath surfaces where  
souls are hidden in you, 
am I a true love?” 

“If I escape this flesh cage, 
a new vessel I will seek, 
a new language I will speak, 
and a new loving, making,  
being will I be?” 

And the questions, they’re perverse, 
as if some other universe 
might sprout from them, seeds of evil, 
and take root where elephants fuck 
and we’re love(ma/fuc)king in cars   

where I was a boy, 
a young boy mind you,  
and I drew fucking  
elephants fucking 
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and I laughed a world 
into being round. 

What is solution? 
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A Moment of Despair 
 
 
The light inside, 
where is it; why, 
why must it hide? 

Are they empty, 
empty vessels, 
everyone I see: 
 
passing, touching cold 
surfaces of stone;  
existing, dying old 
putrid flesh and bone? 

The light inside, 
where is it; why, 
why must it bide? 

Are we empty, 
empty vessels, 
even he and me: 
 
groping, kissing deep 
corporeal voids; 
loving, losing steep 
walls of metal, droids? 

The light inside, 
where is it; why, 
why has it lied? 

Am I empty, 
an empty vessel, 
right in front of he, 

brewing, spewing vain 
sermons to a cloud; 
falling, grasping pain, 
screaming not allowed? 
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The light inside, 
where is it; why, 
why has it died? 

Are you empty, 
empty vessels, 
right in front of me: 

sensing, hearing warm 
rays from lips emit; 
buzzing, along swarm 
giving not a shit? 

The light inside 
where is it, why, 
why won’t it guide? 

Are we empty, 
empty vessels, 
all right here and now: 

sitting calm, denied 
or perhaps, (all right) 
here and now, inside, 
coolly burning light. 

The light inside, 
where is it? Why, 
I must say I’ve tried. 
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Resignation 
 
 
Back where we started, 
everything is beautiful, 
more or less, 
because we can’t say 
it’s not. 

Everything is just the way 
it is or should be, 
so we call it beautiful. 

Ain’t no other way; 
it can’t be different, 
so we call it beautiful. 

Time passes fast without direction, 
ever forward into the haze, 
and so we call it beautiful. 
Ain’t nothing worth fret. 
Ain’t no reason for despair. 

Wet from the dew of the haze, 
maybe the accumulated droplets 
resemble tears that hide  
my inability to cry 
because we call it beautiful. 

Right here where we are, 
must be,  
…it must be right  
where we are supposed to be. 

Right? 
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One Man 
 
 
One man in a sea’s din 
along rocky cliffs crash 
waves cresting, slapping, 
and the mist’s gentle lash 
as the surround roaring 
sound as constant ash 
where here now glowing 
embers, but only one, flash 
as never before trembling, 
cracking, they uniquely clash. 
One must detect, connecting 
to feel that final thrash, 
the last words of a being 
who elsewhere as mere ash, 
the din screaming, seeming 
ordinary, where an ember’s last 
caring wish is to embrace the sea.   
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You Shall Know Beauty 
 
 
The highs so high that you forget  
there is a vulgar low waiting  
just beyond the peaks. 

An ecstasy can take over, if you let it, 
or you can ponder, smile, and laugh— 

A restrained beauty, beautiful nonetheless. 

Amidst the varieties of beauty, 
there are such serene forms. 

The vision of a placid surface  
no stone has penetrated beyond— 
a beauty called peace. 

Some spirits tolerate and foster such austere 

Stillness. 

The subtle sound  

of the rain 
as it gently falls  
on fragile leaves— 
as it creates small, 
faint whispers against 
placid surfaces. 

Other spirits travel  
beyond,  
towards depths, 
and into tempests. 

As the rain violently falls against your face you will feel the water seep into your clothing. 
The onlookers may think you mad, yet you will notice only nature 
at one. 

As you dive deeper you will experience new wonders, strange sensations, and the unknown. 
The onlookers may think you mad as they lose sight, yet they will witness your return 
at one. 
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Comrades will brace with you and together into the clouded future you will hold onto hope.  
A struggle to survive, to create a victory within reach 
at one. 

Alone you will move boldly through the uncertain winds. 
You will think yourself mad, you will lose sight of nature, yourself, 

and 

you will know beauty, 
terrifying beauty 
at one.  

Some spirits tolerate and navigate these storms: 

violent forces 
push against force 
of will— 
the beauty within. 

Truly beautiful, yet beautiful only 
in retrospect. 

You can ponder, smile, and laugh 
or a despondence can take over, if you let it. 

There is a light  
waiting just beyond the chasm. 
You will endure these lows so low. 
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The Orchid Mantis 
 
 
True beauty is like an orchid mantis 
you’ve only lived once seen, a kiss 
never to be overcome and a bliss 
never recaptured, always to miss.   

Her hiss echoes, drowns the light,  
but if you let go, you will see 
both sides of the coin, a sweet sight 
of triumph and bitter tragedy— 

true beauty lost and yet, self regained, 
her hold on you, though true,  
through time and grace waned, 
but if you linger, “you will see”,  

so she said, at least to me, 
“that which happens to all 
when you don’t slay me.”  
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Seeking Atonement 
 
 

Oh, let’s go on a fantastic 
journey into the depths: 
deeper than imagine and 
more profound than known. 
 
Into the lair of light 
where darkness dwells 
we go boldly where 
demons must be slain. 
 
Ardent shadows in 
the void so full 
of images of terror, 
pained snapshots lost, 
 
forgotten moments 
hidden from view 
inside of you: 
revealed, developed. 
 
feel everything 
fear no longer 
consume it lest 
it consume you. 
 
Oh, let’s go on a fantastic 
adventure into the unknown: 
the broken pieces where 
fragments reflect broken you. 
 
Oh, find all the pieces and 
place them together in a new: 
puzzle, stich, and glue 
the (un)shattered mirror. 
 
So many pieces lost, 
distorted, and 
buried deep in the 
anti-matter mist. 
 
So many pieces found, 
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replaced, and 
created anew 
amidst unseen you. 
 
So many other  
(matter)s remain 
not to be missed. 
 
Oh, let’s go on a fantastic 
quest to (s)he the fuck 
cares not of where, why 
how, when, what, 
who? 
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The Anticrisis 
 
 

The anticrisis is the antithesis, 
that state of affairs in which 
panic, panic, panic, becomes picnic.   
 
All else fades as at one sunlight, 
perhaps a lover too, shine bright 
such that who, when, where, why 
 
how I got here doesn’t matter. 
 
The anticrisis is the perfect kiss, 
the aphorisis of creative bliss 
when, “why, goddamit, why?”, psychosis 
 
becomes yes, yes, yes, yes. 
 
The anticrisis is at one with me 
the present and all that you can see. 
The anticrisis is a place where ace, 
ace, ace, ace is always up your sleeve. 
 
Oh, if only it weren’t so temporary! 
Oh, if only I held the anticrisis key! 
Oh, if only, oh if only, 
the anticrisis were free.   
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A Sunrise 
 
 

The artist wakes upon a sunrise as a king 
who must command with care 
the brush, the pen, and air 
who floweth as flowers 
from which spring nectar, fruit 
and light to illuminate night.   
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“Time Reveals Hidden Truth” 
 
 
At the hidden truth, 
in truth the hidden man, 
the inward man. 
 
At the hidden truth 
an intelligence is stored. 
At the secret truth, 
the mystery. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A machine and I wrote this together with Sir Francis Bacon in 2017, 

repeatedly (re)processing in a translation program the words from 
the seal of his 1627 novel The New Atlantis— 

 
“Tempore Patet Occulta Veritas”.
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Success  

She is someone— 
the one they call the “bitch goddess”. 

She is someone 
in an elegant dress 
whose touch you imagine 
often, always, 
desired, 
so little known.   

She is someone, 
the sum of what you have sown 
if you are lucky  
and talented too. 

She is someone 
you must constantly woo, 
without love  
and beyond you.   

She is someone 
old, cold, and who 
with a tap 
can burn you to ash, 
bring you to your knees, 
and make you do it all over again.  
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Ün titled 
 
 
To touch both extremes 
of the mind, 
the mystery 
of the universe, 
of the self 
and the other— 
the whole. 

To experience both extremes 
of shocking surface 
and the fascinating depths 
beyond— 
inside and out. 

To be at peace between 
known and unknown 
and at war to delve deeper, 
to discover revelation, 
to reveal one’s self, 
and to dance 
to the cosmic tune 
of the other. 

To know truth, 
the beauty of un truth, 
and to create 
and celebrate 
a mysterious song of love— 
a duet as one. 
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Let There Be Music!  
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Starlight Shining 
 
 
Starlight shining, an ocean above me. 
Not a cloud in sight, clear as can be. 
Thousand twinklin’ in the deep dark sea, 
'n some of 'em shootin', 
callin' to me. 

I made a wish for you, 
and I hope it comes true. 
I made a wish for me, 
and I’mma wait ‘n see.  

Starlight shining all around me, 
swimmin’, swimmin’ deep in the sea. 
All of ‘em twinklin’, singin’ something new. 
It’s a cosmic chorus, all for You. 

A sky so wide, 
noone at my side, 
sitting here naked, 
nothing to hide. 

I’mma take one small step, 
one giant leap, 
dive in deeper, 
into the deep.  

Past cosmic objects, 
sun moon stars rain. 
Anyone would think it insane.  

I’m going straight to the center, 
right to the heart, 
tryin’ to figure out 
how it all starts.  

Was it one little look, 
a kiss three or two, 
makin’ me see only you? 

Starlight shining all around me, 
swimmin’, swimmin’ deep in the sea. 
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All of em twinkling, singing something new. 
It’s a cosmic chorus, all for You.   

I took one small step, 
one giant leap, 
dove in deeper,  
into the deep. 

Past cosmic objects, 
sun moon stars rain. 
Anyone think I’m insane? 

Will it be  
one little look, 
a kiss, two or three? 
Making you see nothing,  
nothing but me?  

Starlight shining all around weeee, 
swimmin’, swimmin’ deep in the sea. 
All of ‘em twinklin’, singing something new. 
It’s a cosmic chorus, Me and You.   

A sky so wide, 
noone at my side, 
Sittin’ here naked, 
nothing to hide.   

We took one small step, 
one giant leap, 
dove in deeper, 
into the deep. 

It was one tiny look, 
a kiss, maybe more, 
let’s let the rest 
remain as lore. 

Starlight shining all around weeee,  
swimmin’, swimmin’ deep in the sea. 
All of em twinklin’, singing something new.  
A wish come true, Me and You.   
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A sky so wide, 
noone at my side, 
sitting here naked, 
nothing to hide. 

Starlight shining all around weeee, 
swimmin’, swimmin’ deep in the sea.   
All of em twinklin’ singing something new  
A wish come true, Me and You.  
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The Tightrope 
 
 
I was walking, I was walking a line. 
Above it all, it was so damn fine. 
Looking straight ahead, between A and B; 
laser focus without you and me. 

I was walking, I was walking a line. 
Tight as f***, I was right on time. 
Didn’t miss a beat, walking in the wind, 
lost in the moment, super disciplined. 

But seeing you gave me vertigo; 
I could feel the vibes down below. 
I lost my balance and fell for you. 
Now I’m lyin’ here, wondering what to do. 

I was walking, I was walking a line. 
Above it all, it was so damn fine. 
Then my heart skipped a beat  
and there went my feet. 

Now I’m down on luck, 
hopin’ you give a f***, 
cuz it hurts like hell— 
I’m a broken shell. 

And I’mma show you, 
show you what I can do, 
how you make me feel— 
It feels like the real deal. 

I’mma show you what I’m worth, 
break it down, touch and sound, 
cuz I’m fallin’. 
Yea, I’m still fallin’. 

Ain’t yet hit the ground. 
Yea, not yet fully drowned. 
I’m still fallin.  
I’ll always be fallin’. 
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I’mma do for you, 
yea, something real true. 
We’re gunna be fallin’, 
always fallin’. 

We will cross the lines. 
Am I givin’ the right signs? 
Cuz I’m fallin’; 
I’m ***king fallin’ 

right into you. 
Yea, who’d a ***king knew. 
I’ll always be fallin’. 
To me yr callin’. 

I was walking the line,  
yea, ‘til you came to mind. 
To me you were callin',  
and I'll always be fallin'.  

I'll put it all on the line. 
Yea, I’m givin’ you a sign.  
I’mma make it feel so good. 
Yea, I’ll love you like I should. 
I’mma show you how it feels; 
actually shock you with reveals. 
Break the surface—broken glass. 
Yea, you’re the first and last. 

I was walking, I was walking a line. 
Above it all, it was so damn fine, 
but I fell for you, hoping you feel too, 
fell like I did and feel like I do.  
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Red Red River  
(Austin, TX) 
 
 
Red red river, 
drinks are flowing down. 
Music as wind blowin'. 
I travel with the sound— 
flames of passion burnin' 
showin', growin', found. 
In the rhythm dancin', 
dancin' all around.  

Red red river, 
flowin' all night long, 
movin' grovin', proven, 
you're my new favorite song. 
You make me feel something, 
like I might belong 
up against you dancin', 
dancin' to our song.  

Red red river, 
long, long behind, 
as we at your place 
take time to unwind— 
flames of passion burnin', 
showin', growin', found. 
To the rhythm dancin', 
dancin' all around. 

Red red river, 
man she's got a quiver, 
an arrow in me burning. 
Now for you I'm yearning. 
She's ***king with our livers, 
but look how she delivers, 
delirium tremendum 
and your touch— 
it makes me shiver. 

Red red river, 
a distant memory 
as in the morning waking 
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you are next to me, 
dancin' in the sunlight, 
making me feel alright, 
and as your eyes they open, 
you grab me with such might.  

Red red river, 
still burnin' in the morn. 
I see it in your eyes; 
you're a little torn. 
You and Me, we're thinking— 
can you see it too? 
"this is really awesome, 
but I barely know you." 

Heart to heart we're beating, 
as under you so new, 
rollin' in the bed sheets, 
a new memory 
with you— 
flames of passion burnin', 
showin', growin', found. 
This might be the start, babe, 
of a love renowned. 

Red, red river, 
a pleasant memory, 
but it's all about what comes after 
once you get to know me. 
My heart it beats a flowin', 
and you'll see it showin' 
as up and down the stream 
I will make you dream, 
dream the sleep you're waking 
with each step you're taking. 

I’mma make you feel; 
your heart I will steal. 
I’mma make you feel; 
this is the real deal. 

A hidden river flowin' 
just from Me to You. 
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Maybe it goes both ways; 
that would be pretty cool.  

A hidden river flowin' 
from deep inside of me, 
as ever since red river, 
enamored will I be.  
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The Game of Tragedy 
 
 
The masters come and go 
as we all dance in their show, 
like little figurines 
in real life as on the screens. 

We’re suspended by strings 
as the master coolly sings 
a song of tragedy, 
and one for you and me.   

Because in the game of tragedy  
one must roll the dice, 
but it also calls for merit— 
go straight for their eyes. 

And we are gunna do it. 
We’re goin’ all the way. 
Let’s provoke their ire, 
see what they’ve got to say. 

We’ll go toe to toe with the devil, 
and one on one with the sun, 
work day and night to impress everyone. 
We’ll be strivin’ to create a work oh so great, 
immortal art that’ll possess ‘em mind and heart. 

The “path" to greatness is a lonely one, full of sacrifice, 
and we’ve only so much time here before everybody dies. 
Thus, lonely together we will leave our mark: 
a light that will remain and make it worth all the pain.   

We’ll go toe to toe with the devil, 
and one on one with the sun, 
divide and conquer to shock everyone. 
We’ll be strivin’ to create a work oh so great, 
immortal art that’ll awe ‘em from the start.   

Yes, the masters come and go 
as we all dance in their show, 
but their works, they do remain, 
scales of a dragon not yet slain. 
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We’ll get under their skin, 
and go straight for the win. 
A game of tragedy 
and a triumph for you and me. 

Because in the game of tragedy  
most just play a part, 
but if you’ve got the merit— 
go straight for their heart. 

And we are gunna do it. 
We’re goin’ all the way. 
Let’s become the masters; 
we will have our day. 

We’ll go toe to toe with the devil, 
and one on one with the sun, 
burning with desire to move everyone. 
We’ll be strivin’ to create a work oh so great, 
immortal art that’ll never fall apart 

Because in the game of tragedy 
one cannot play nice, 
and if you’re willing harder, 
your work never dies. 

Yes, in the game of tragedy, 
triumph is very rare, 
so let’s do it together, 
triumph as a pair.   

We’ll be in a match with the masters, 
our destiny a fate, 
and one way or another 
we will shout “checkmate”. 

Yes, in the game of tragedy 
triumph is very rare, 
so let’s do it together, 
triumph as a pair.   
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Someone Along the Riverside 
 
 
I’m sitting on the edge of a river, 
watching as it ripples around me. (so smooth.) 
The surface is like glass, it’s unbroken, 
but we can tell it’s ready to groove. 

I’m swimming underneath the surface, 
in a current that electrifies me, 
but I’m pushing up against the limits, 
so I’m coming up so I can see. 

I’m looking at a dam in the distance. 
It’s what’s pushing back against me, 
a force of nature you’ve been suppressing, 
and that’s why it’s about to be 

demolished, torn asunder, and left in the past; 
nothing else can hold me back. 
As one we will flow all the way to the sea, 
you and me and electricity. 

I’m sitting on the edge of a river, 
watching as it ripples around me. (so smooth.) 
The surface is like glass, it’s unbroken, 
but we can tell it’s ready to move. 

I’m swimming underneath the surface, 
under pressure when I want to be free, 
and I’m pushing up against the limits, 
and that’s why I’m about to be 

tearing down that dam in the distance. 
It’s what’s pushing back against me, 
holding black all of this expression, 
all that you’re about to see— 

passion raging rapid and creative flow, 
everything will spill out of me. 
As one we will go all the way to the sea, 
you and me, together we will be. 
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I’m sitting on the shore of a river, 
watching as it flows around me. 
The current is so loud, it’s like thunder,      [imagine a clashing, dissonant chord] 
water so dark I can’t see. 

I’m diving underneath the surface, 
in the current heading to the sea. 
I feel you and the water 
growing warmer, cooler around me. 

I’m tasting salt and fire 
as we breach the sea. 
Together we are now,  
free as free can be. 

I’m flying in the wind 
of ocean, air, and we. 
Together we are now 
free as free can be. 
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High High Desert 
 
 
A high, high desert 
between mountain peaks 
and a long road forward 
for anyone who seeks 
an escape from the madness 
of simple modern life, 
because it’s full of empty pleasure  
and ordinary strife. 
 
But in the desert a drought of love 
and the sun beats down from above 
and the “path” will disappear 
if you succumb to fear.   
 
Because nature is here to test your will 
and in the desert wanderin’, can you see it still? 
A vision of love from up above, 
a golden sea beyond, and a new dawn. 
 
A high high desert 
between shinin’ seas, 
and a long road forward 
where everything you see 
is barren, dry, and prickly, 
inhospitable, 
but you’ve got to carry on now 
and hold on to your soul. 
 
Because in the desert a drought of life 
and the sun sets like a knife 
and the “path” will disappear 
if you succumb to fear. 
 
Because nature is here to test your will 
and in the darkness wanderin’, can you see it still? 
A vision of love from up above, 
a golden sea beyond, and a new dawn. 
 
A high high desert 
remains behind me 
and a long road backward 
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with nothing left to see— 
 
a broken mirror, a mirage,  
nothing left but ash, 
dust blowing in the desert 
ever since I lit that match. 
 
And in the desert a draught of life, 
a new guiding flame, 
but the light will disappear  
if you succumb to fear. 
 
Because nature is here to test your will 
and in the darkness wanderin’, can you see it still? 
A vision of love from up above, 
a golden sea beyond, and a new dawn. 
 
There’s a high high desert 
between you and me 
and a long road backward 
with nothing left to see: 
of trials and tribulations 
and many setted suns. 
Now on the coast of the other side, 
we’re the lucky ones. 
 
Because in the desert a draught of love 
rises from within— 
a light that I will share with you 
dancin’ in the wind. 
  
Because in the desert a draught of love 
a new guiding star— 
a light that I will share with you 
no matter where you are. 
 
Yes, In the desert a draught of love 
a taste of heaven’s dew— 
a light that I will share with you, 
a passion oh so true. 
 
Yes, in the desert a draught of love,  
an endless supply— 
a light that I will share with you 
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beyond the day we die. 
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On the Edge of the Sound 
 
 
[imagine the sound of waves] 
 
The waves come and go 
high and low 
so deep, so few know 
 
and in the distance without end 
not a sign, a single friend. 
Where they are now  
is beneath the sea 
out of sight 
& within me.  
 
The dark below 
within the sound, 
a song we bellow 
all around, 
 
echoing to those who dive. 
Come learn what it means 
to feel alive. 
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A Glossary of Specialized Terms 
 

 

Art Fracking 

1. The (un)intentional derivation of art from everyday activities. 
 

Authortocracy 

1. Government administered by persons of letters and other learned persons.   

 

Poetic Terrorism 

1. Engaging poetry, a poem being a linguistic construct that might exist beyond the written 
word, to intentionally cause a target to experience a specific affective, cognitive, physical, or 
behavioral response, generally with a goal beyond poetry as the desired outcome.   

 

Poetryboarding 

1. Subjecting an individual or group to prolonged exposure to poetry and acts of poetic terrorism 
so as to extract information and forced confessions, incentivize behaviors, elicit specific 
emotions, and to alter targets’ beliefs about the state of reality.   

 

Terrorforming 

1. The formation of an individual or group psyche and their work products through the strategic 
application of poetic terror to achieve the terrorists’ desired outcomes.   
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Are You Experiencing Writer’s Block? 
 

Has it become hard to pump out prose? 
Is your verse trickling when it could be flowing? 

Does your meter just not measure up these days? 
Does that plot seem anemic when it should be thickening? 

Was that climax not as spectacular as you had hoped? 
Are you thrusting pen against paper, fingering the keyboard, and still getting nowhere? 

 

Introducing Viagreatness® (literari triphate) 
 

the key to achieving literary success and consistent productivity. 

 
Viagreatness is a one a day pill for the ordinary writer who seeks to become extraordinary. 

 
Testimonials: 

 
“I would spend hours looking at the cursor, cursing, hating myself until I finally 
discovered Viagreatness.  Suddenly, I could write again, and it wasn’t terrible.  I feel 
that I can love myself again and I actually published a novel.” 
 
Terry Hintleman, the author of I feel good when I do X. 
 
“My writing was just never good enough to get published, not after the master’s, years 
of investing in personal lessons from renowned authors, and not even after I felt that 
I had finally written a truly stellar short story.  Then, suddenly, as soon as I started 
taking Viagreatness, the reviewers just couldn’t get enough of me. It’s like whatever 
that pill does really shone through.  One critic wrote that I am now considered, ‘the 
author of the next great American novel in the making.’” 
 
 Natasha Trickilian, the author of Wing Sauce in My Backpack. 
 
“I was already a successful author, but Viagreatness really pushed me over the edge.  
I wrote a novel in under twenty-four hours, and it became a New Yorker Times 
Bestseller.  I did it under a penname too, without any name recognition.  All that I said 
was, “I took Viagreatness”, and it was a ***king hit.” 
 
Ani Betches, The New Yorker Times bestselling author of The Whole Truth, The 
Liar’s Den, and Ambiguity Reigns.   
 
 

Possible Side Effects Include: Loss of social ability, inability to stop writing or thinking about writing, night terrors, hallucinations in which a black monk appears, preferring reading and writing to sexual 
pleasure, and developing a complex in which you come to believe that the world revolves around you and that there is a conspiracy operating in your favor.   

 
 

Viagreatness was invented by Jacobeth Lindonn, The New Yorker Times critic  
and author of On Wednesdays We Take Jagged Little Red Pills. 


